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Executive Summary
Evans Jones Ltd have been instructed by Mr and Mrs P. Artus to submit a full
planning application seeking permission for the redevelopment of 252 Bath
Road, Cheltenham for a mixed use comprising 8 dwellings (Class C3) and a
retail unit for flexible use as shop (Class A1) / restaurant, café (Class A3). This
statement forms part of the submission made and should be read in conjunction
with all other plans, reports and documents that make up the application.
The application site is within the urban area of Cheltenham and thus the
redevelopment for a mixed use purpose is supported in principle by the relevant
Development Plan policies.
The site forms a corner plot at the end Bath Road (where it meets Leckhampton
Road) and Langdon Road within the Central Conservation Area and forms part
of the Bath Road Character Area within the Conservation Area. There is a large
tree situated to the front of the existing buildings at the junction between
Leckhampton Road and Langdon Road.
In terms of the existing built form this comprises a two storey detached dwelling
(252 Bath Road) which is set back within the site and fronts Langdon Road.
The remaining structures include a storage building to the rear of the site and
two greenhouse type buildings that run parallel to Langdon Road but front
Building Surveyors
Leckhampton Road.
This application follows a previous submission, reference 16/01515/FUL, which
was refused by planning committee on 24th May 2018. This application seeks
to address the reasons for refusal given and reaffirm the planning merits of the
proposal.
The proposal is acceptable in principle complying with the relevant
Disabled Access
Development Plan policies. This Statement has assessed all the other relevant
Consultants
planning considerations and found that the scheme is fully compliant with the
Development Plan and other material policy considerations, including national
policy and the pursuit of sustainable development.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This Planning Statement is submitted in support of the full planning application
seeking permission for the redevelopment of 252 Bath Road, Cheltenham for a
mixed use comprising 8 dwellings (Class C3) and a retail unit for flexible use as
shop (Class A1) / restaurant, café (Class A3).

1.2

This Statement sets out the main planning considerations and justifications for
the scheme. In support of the application, this Statement demonstrates that the
proposed scheme is acceptable in principle and expands upon issues relating to
design and appearance; heritage matters; highways and transportation; impact
on trees; amenity and the objectives of sustainable development.

1.3

The application submitted comprises the following plans and documents.
•

1.4

Insert names of documents to be submitted with application

This statement should be read in conjunction with the plans and documents that
make up the application as a whole.
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2.

SITE AND SURROUNDINGS

2.1

The application site is located at the southern end of Bath Road close to the
roundabout junction with Leckhampton Road and the A46 Shurdington Road.
As such the site is within the urban area of Cheltenham and, given the presence
of buildings, it constitutes previously developed land.

2.2

The site comprises a group of existing buildings which includes a detached two
storey dwelling (252 Bath Road); a storage building to the rear of the site; and
two large green house structures. The rest of the site is generally made up of
hardstanding. The site measures approximately 0.1 hectares. There is a large
tree to the front of the site adjacent the existing green house buildings. This
can be seen in Figure 1

The Site

Figure 1 - Site Location (taken from Google Maps)

2.3

The existing buildings on site are of limited architectural quality. The dwelling is
unremarkable and not well related to other residential properties in the locality.
The store and green houses are of low quality and whilst being unobtrusive they
offer little to the quality and character of the area.

2.4

In terms of use the existing dwelling is a House in Multiple Occupation (HMO),
whilst the green houses are utilised as a market which is occupied by a variety
of traders.
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2.5

Access to the site is currently obtained via both Bath Road/Leckhampton Road
and Langdon Road. The main pedestrian access point for the market is from
Bath Road/Leckhampton Road, with the HMO accessed via Langdon Road.
There is also a service access on Bath Road.

2.6

The character of the area is mixed comprising older properties (Victorian and
Regency) as well as more modern structures. As such there is a distinctly
mixed pallet of facing materials that includes red brick; painted render and slate
roofs. Painted render is more dominant along Bath Road, with red brick more
common along Leckhampton Road and Langdon Road which are both
influenced by Victorian architecture. The built form in the area also has a mixed
scale, albeit predominantly two storey but influenced by three storey premises.

2.7

Bath Road has a mixture of commercial uses include shops, public houses,
restaurants and professional services (banks, estate agents etc) typical of its
Development Plan designation as a District Centre. There are also residential
uses along Bath Road. Leckhampton Road and Langdon Road are
predominantly residential in nature.

2.8

In policy terms, the site is located within the settlement boundary for
Cheltenham forming part of its urban area. It is within a District Centre
(mentioned above) as defined within Development Plan maps. Additionally, the
site is within the Central Conservation Area and forms part of the Bath Road
Character Area. Whilst there are a number of listed buildings in the general
vicinity of the site none are adjacent the site or deemed affected by the
proposal. The site is in Flood Zone 1 as confirmed by the Environment
Agency’s flood maps and there are no other planning, historic or environmental
designations affecting it.
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3.

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

3.1

The application seeks planning permission for the redevelopment of 252 Bath
Road, Cheltenham for a mixed use comprising 8 dwellings (Class C3) and a
retail unit for flexible use as shop (Class A1) / restaurant, café (Class A3). The
proposed site layout is shown below in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Proposed Site Layout (extracted from submitted plans)

3.2

The redevelopment will involve the demolition of all existing buildings on site
and the construction of a new three storey mixed use block. As shown in Figure
2 the building will be sited to address both Bath Road/Leckhampton Road and
Langdon Road. Vehicular access will be from Langdon Road which will lead to
a private parking area comprising 8 spaces to the rear of the site. There will be
separate cycle and bin storage as well as an area for meters.

3.3

The proposed building has a contemporary architectural approach being three
storeys in height with a flat roof. To reduce the bulk of the building the second
floor is set back from the main elevations. There is also a number of set backs
and step changes to give the building added interest. The elevations comprise
large areas of glazing including a two storey atrium area for the A1/A3 use
fronting Bath Road/Leckhampton Road.
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With regard to the pallet of facing materials this will include brick; cladding;
aluminium fenestration and metal balustrades.
3.4

At the point where the site meets the existing tree the building will be stepped in
to create a small courtyard type area which could be utilised for outdoor seating.

3.5

Internally the building is split to provide 300 square metres of commercial floor
space (either A1 or A3) on the ground floor with 8 two bedroom flats divided
evenly over the first and second floors.

3.6

The development also provides private parking spaces for the residential flats,
along with dedicated cycle and bin storage areas. Where possible soft
landscaping will be incorporated primarily within the rear parking area to assist
with screening and softening to neighbouring residential properties.
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4.

PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

As previously described, this application is a resubmission of an earlier scheme,
reference 16/01515/FUL, which was refused permission at planning committee
on 24th May 2018 contrary to Officers recommendation to approve. The
application was refused for the following reasons:
“1. The proposed development by reason of its scale, mass and detailed design
is poor quality, out of keeping with the scale and character of the area and fails
to preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area. Therefore the proposal is contrary to Policies CP3 and CP7 of the Local
Plan, Policies SD4 and SD8 of the JCS, Policy SD4 of the Emerging
Cheltenham Plan, advice contained in the Development on Garden Land and
Infill Sites in Cheltenham Supplementary Planning SPD and advice contained in
the NPPF.
2. The proposed coach house by reason of its mass and position in relation to
the dwellings on Francis Street, would result in an overbearing impact upon the
occupants of these properties, to the detriment of their residential amenity.
Therefore the proposal is contrary to Policies CP4 of the Local Plan, SD14 of
the JCS and advice contained in the NPPF.”

4.2

The previous application underwent pre-application discussions with
Cheltenham Borough Council (LPA) and Highway Officers at Gloucestershire
County Council (LHA), as well as a community involvement exercise in the form
of a drop in session for local residents and local ward members. With this being
the case, the site and proposed redevelopment is well known to the LPA and
local community.

4.3

During the course of the previous application there were significant alterations
to the scheme meaning that the proposal that went before the planning
committee was a wholly different design to the one originally submitted.

4.4

This application seeks to address the refusal reasons provided by the
committee. Whilst it is duly noted that Officers provided a positive
recommendation to the previous proposals the applicant has sort to address
design matters again.
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To that end prior to submission the scheme was presented to the
Gloucestershire Design Panel (GDP). The GDP have provided comments on
the proposal, a full copy of which is provided within Appendix A of this
statement. It can be seen that, whist providing comments for potential
improvements, the GDP support the design approach now taken. It should be
noted that the previous scheme was not supported by the Cheltenham
Architects Panel (albeit they are a different design panel to the GDP) who felt
the scheme was not of a satisfactory quality.
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5.

PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT

5.1

Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
planning decisions should be made in accordance with the Development Plan,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

The Development Plan
5.2

The Development Plan policy context for the site and the surrounding area is
provided by the saved policies of the Cheltenham Borough Local Plan 2nd
Review 2006 (Saved Local Plan) and the Joint Core Strategy (JCS).

5.3

The following policies of the Saved Local Plan are considered most relevant to
the determination of this application:

5.4

•

CP 3 Sustainable environment

•

CP 4 Safe and sustainable living

•

CP 6 Mixed use development

•

CP 7 Design

•

GE 5 Protection and replacement of trees

•

GE 6 Trees and development

•

GE 7 Accommodation and protection of natural features

•

EM 2 Safeguarding of employment land

•

RT 1 Location of retail development

•

RT 4 Retail development in local shopping centres

•

RT 5 Non-A1 uses in local shopping centres

•

RC 7 Amenity space in housing developments

The following policies of the JCS are considered most relevant to the
determination of this application:

Ref: 13915

•

SP1 The Need for New Development

•

SP2 Distribution of New Development

•

SD1 Employment - Except Retail Development

•

SD2 Retail and City / Town Centres

•

SD3 Sustainable Design and Construction

•

SD4 Design Requirements
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5.5

•

SD8 Historic Environment

•

SD10 Residential Development

•

SD11 Housing Mix and Standards

•

SD14 Health and Environmental Quality

•

INF1 Transport Network

•

INF2 Flood Risk Management

The previous decision notice cited Policies CP 3, CP 4, and CP 7 of the Saved
Local Plan, as well as Policies SD4, SD8, and SD14 of the JCS within its refusal
reasons. As such it can be assumed that the previous scheme was complaint
with all of the other relevant Development Plan policies.

National Planning Policy Framework
5.6

The National Planning Policy Framework (The Framework) was revised on 24th
July 2018. The Framework sets out the Government’s economic, environmental
and social planning policies for England and details how these are expected to
be applied. It is, in itself, a material consideration in planning decisions.

5.7

The Framework states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute
to the achievement of sustainable development, which can be summarised as
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. So that sustainable development is
pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the Framework is a presumption in
favour of sustainable development. This means “approving development
proposals that accord with an up-to-date Development Plan without delay” or
“where there are no relevant Development Plan policies, or the policies which
are most important for determining the application are out of date, granting
permission unless: i) the application of policies in this Framework that protect
areas or assets of particular importance provides a clear reason for refusing the
development proposed; or ii) any adverse impacts of doing so would
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against
the policies in this Framework as a whole.”

5.8

The Framework defines the three overarching objectives of sustainable
development as:

Ref: 13915
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An Economic Objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the
right places at the right time to support growth, innovation and improved
productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure;
A Social Objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by
ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet
the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering a well-designed
and safe built environment, with accessible services and open spaces that
reflect current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and
cultural well-being;
An Environmental Objective – to contribute to protecting and enhancing our
natural, built and historic environment; including making effective use of land,
helping to improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising
waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including
moving to a low carbon economy.
5.9

These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and
implementation of plans and the application of policies in the Framework; they
are not criteria against which every decision can or should be judged. Planning
decisions should play an active role in guiding development towards sustainable
solutions, but in doing so should take local circumstances into account, to
reflect the character, needs and opportunities of each area.

5.10

Paragraph 212 of the Framework advises that the policies within the Framework
are material considerations which should be taken into account in dealing with
applications from the day of its publication.

5.11

Paragraph 213 of the Framework advises that existing policies should not be
considered out-of-date simply because they were adopted or made prior to
publication. Due weight should be given to them, according to their degree of
consistency with the Framework and that the closer the policies in the plan to
the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that may be given.
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5.12

Section 5 of the Framework sets out the Government’s policies for delivering a
sufficient supply of homes. It makes clear the Government’s objective to
significantly boost the supply of homes within England confirming the need for
authorities to determine the minimum number of homes needed and set out
strategic policies to meet this need.

5.13

Promoting sustainable transport is the heading of Section 9 of the Framework.
Paragraph 108 within this section confirms that “In assessing sites that may be
allocated for development in Plans or specific applications for development, it
should be ensured that:
a) appropriate opportunities to promote sustainable transport modes can be – or
have been – taken up, given the type of development and its location;
b) safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users; and
c) any significant impacts from the development on the transport network (in
terms of capacity and congestion), or on highway safety, can be cost effectively
mitigated to an acceptable degree.”

5.14

Paragraph 109 confirms that “Development should only be prevented or refused
on highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway
safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be
severe.”

5.15

Section 11 of the Framework provides context for making effective use of land.
Paragraph 117 is clear that “Planning policies and decisions should promote an
effective use of land in meeting the need for homes and other uses, while
safeguarding and improving the environment and ensuring safe and healthy
living conditions.”

5.16

Additionally paragraph 118 makes clear the decisions should encourage
multiple benefits from both urban and rural land, including through mixed use
schemes; give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land
within settlements for homes and other identified need; promote and support the
development of under-utilised land and buildings, especially if this would help to
meet identified needs for housing where land supply is constrained and
available sites could be used more effectively; and support opportunities to use

Ref: 13915
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the airspace above existing residential and commercial premises for new
homes. In particular, they should allow upward extensions where the
development would be consistent with the prevailing height and form of
neighbouring properties and the overall street scene, is well-designed (including
complying with any local design policies and standards), and can maintain safe
access and egress for occupiers.
5.17

Section 12 of the Framework provides context to design within planning.
Paragraph 124 states “The creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.
Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places
in which to live and work and helps make development acceptable to
communities”

5.18

Policy relating to conserving and enhancing the historic environment is provided
within Section 16 of the Framework. The section confirms that when dealing
with applications that affect heritage assets LPAs should require applicants to
describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any
contribution made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to
the assets’ importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the
potential impact of the proposal on their significance.

5.19

Paragraph 193 is clear that when considering the impact of a proposed
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight
should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset,
the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential
harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to its
significance.

5.20

It is confirmed in paragraph 196 that where a development proposal will lead to
less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset,
this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal
including, where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.

Ref: 13915
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Other Material Policy Considerations
5.21

Outside of the Development Plan and the Framework, there are other material
policy considerations that need to be discussed in relation to this development.
In this case, the other material policy considerations are:
•

Development on garden land and infill sites in Cheltenham (2009) (SPD)

•

Central Conservation Area: Bath Road Character Area and Management
Plan (July 2008) (CAMP)

•

The emerging Cheltenham Borough Council Local Plan 2011-2031
(Emerging Local Plan)

Appropriate Weight
5.22

It is considered that full weight can be given to the policies of the JCS when
determining this application subject to their consistency with the Framework.
The Saved Local Plan is now time expired and predated the original
Framework. As such the policies contained within the Saved Local Plan that are
relevant to the determination of this application should be given weight subject
to their degree of consistency with the Framework, but they cannot be afforded
full weight.

5.23

It should be noted that whilst Policy SD4 of the Emerging Local Plan is cited
within the first reasons for refusal on the previous decision notice, it is
considered that as the Emerging Local Plan has only just been submitted for
examination (submitted on 3rd October 2018), it is not sufficiently progressed to
give anything more than limited weight.

5.24

The SPD and the Framework are also cited within the refusal reasons, but no
specific elements are identified. As the most recently adopted set of policies
the Framework is afforded significant weight, with the SPD being given
moderate weight as a guidance document.

Ref: 13915
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6.

PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

Having regard for the proposed development; the sites planning history; the
relevant planning policy context; and all other material issues; the main planning
considerations for the determination of this application relate to the principle of
development; design and appearance; heritage matters; highways and
transportation; impact on trees; amenity and the objectives of sustainable
development.

Principle of Development
6.2

The previous application for the site was not refused on principle grounds and
since this decision there has been no material change to the Development Plan.
With that being the case it is appropriate to conclude that the principle of the
development is still acceptable to the LPA.

6.3

Notwithstanding the above there has been a material change to policy
circumstances since the previous decision, this being provided by the
publication of the new Framework.

6.4

The Framework strengthens the weight given to the acceptability of the
development’s principle. Paragraph 118 of the Framework clearly provides
substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within
settlements for homes and other identified needs. As the site is within the
settlement and it is brownfield land the proposal should be afforded this
substantial weight.

6.5

Additionally, the Framework, in Section 11, seeks to ensure an effective use of
land. Cheltenham is a constrained district with heritage pressures, Green Belt
restrictions and areas of high value landscape quality. As such, it is vitally
important that brownfield sites within the urban area are fully utilised and
effectively developed.

6.6

As such, the principle of the development is entirely acceptable, with that
position being confirmed by the previous application and now strengthened by
the policies of the Framework.

Ref: 13915
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Design and Appearance
6.7

The first refusal reason cited on the previous decision notice in part relates to
design and appearance considerations. It is stated within that reason “The
proposed development by reason of its scale, mass and detailed design is poor
quality, out of keeping with the scale and character of the area…”

6.8

As already stated the previous proposal was supported by Officers and
recommended for approval. Following various alterations to the scheme
Officers were satisfied that the proposal offered a suitable design option that
was appropriate in scale and mass.

6.9

However, it is noted that this recommendation was finely balanced and as
previous stated the scheme was not supported by the Cheltenham Architects
Panel. With this in mind and indeed the emphasis provided to good design
within the Framework that confirms the creation of high quality buildings and
places is fundamental to what the planning and development process should
achieve, the applicant has sort to revisit the design options for the development.
Clearly, with a refusal of permission there is a right of appeal. The applicant
has not sort this preferring to reassess the design issues and provide the site
with the development it deserves.

6.10

In order to address this the proposal has undergone a new design process and
prior to submission has been reviewed by the GDP. The scale of the building
remains as three storey but this is tempered by the set backs at second floor
level and other stepping points on the elevations. There is also a slight
reduction in size when compared to the previous proposal and the scheme no
longer includes the coach house element.

6.11

The mass of the building is considered appropriate to its urban location even as
part of the Conservation Area. It is reflective of the overall built form and
commensurate to it. For example, 234 Bath Road is a three storey property that
addresses a corner plot. There are clear similarities here. Furthermore, there
are large buildings present in the local area that provide a comparable massing.
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6.12

The detailed design is high quality. The scheme has made every effort to
address both Bath Road/Leckhampton Road and Langdon Road. It provides for
appropriate fenestration and utilises an attractive, high quality pallet of facing
materials that respects the local area. It is noted that during the course of the
previous application a number of local residents expressed a preference for red
brick elevations, this is also something that has been commented on by the
GDP. This proposal full incorporates an appropriate red brick that better
harmonises with the existing built form in the area.

6.13

The support provided by the GDP is a key factor here and a clear difference to
the previous scheme. The site offers an opportunity to provide for a key
building that helps to enhance the current poor quality aesthetic of the current
built form present upon it. The GDP’s support for the scheme adds weight to
the design approach taken.

6.14

The Framework is clear at Paragraph 129 that “In assessing applications, local
planning authorities should have regard to the outcome from these processes,
including any recommendations made by design review panels.” This therefore
confirms that weight in favour of the development should be given due to the
support of the GDP.

6.15

The application is accompanied by a Design and Access Statement that
provides further context and justification to the design approach taken and how
the refusal reasons have been overcome.

Heritage Assets
6.16

The primary Heritage Asset affected by this proposal is the Central
Conservation Area. The first reason for refusal on the previous decision notice
stated that (in relation to design) “fails to preserve or enhance the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area.”

6.17

Despite the refusal on heritage grounds the previous scheme was supported by
the LPAs Conservation Officer.
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6.18

As previously described the current built form on the site is poor quality with no
architectural or historic interest. It is acknowledged that within the CAMP the
green house buildings on site are noted as being positive buildings. It also
identifies the Norwood Arms and the Brown Jug (both in close proximity to the
site) as key unlisted buildings.

6.19

The previous application fully justified the proposals impact on the Conservation
Area hence why there was no professional objection on these grounds from
Officers. It is not clear why the CAMP identifies the green houses as being
positive buildings when they are obviously of no architectural merit or historic
interest. It is more likely that the site and the buildings upon it provide nothing
more than a neutral effect on the character and appearance of the Conservation
Area.

6.20

The proposed building has taken direct cues from the built form within the
Conservation Area. It is appropriate in scale and mass, and furthermore it
incorporates appropriate architectural detailing and complementary facing
materials. The scheme thus provides an enhancement to the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area through an appropriate and thoughtful
redevelopment of the site.

6.21

The proposal continues to ensure that the important tree to the front of the site
is retained, which in itself helps to conserve the character and appearance of
the Conservation Area.

6.22

With the above being the case the proposed scheme as a minimum conserves
the character and appearance of the Conservation Area and thus is fully
compliant with the relevant Development Plan and Framework policies in this
regard.

Highways and Transportation
6.23

The previous application raised no highway concerns. There was no objection
from the LHA which concluded that there was a sufficient level of on-site
parking and that safe access could be achieved. Additionally, the site is within
a sustainable location by virtue of its accessibility to a wide variety of services
allowing for easy trips by foot, bike and public transport.
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6.24

The current proposal has followed the previous situation with regard to parking
and access. Since the determination of the previous scheme there have been
no material changes in circumstances that would warrant a different
recommendation from the LHA.

6.25

Notwithstanding the above the access has increased in width to ensure that all
the requisite requirements for visibility and safe egress have been achieved.

6.26

As such the proposal continues to provide a safe and suitable access, with a
sufficient level of on-site parking in an area that is highly sustainable in transport
terms. The scheme thus accords with the relevant Development Plan and
Framework policies in this regard.

Impact on Trees
6.27

As described there is an important tree adjacent to the front of the site on Bath
Road/Leckhampton Road. Previously the original scheme underwent
considerable efforts to ensure there would be no harmful impact on the tree. As
such, the LPA’s Tree Officer confirmed no objection to the scheme. This is
reflected in the lack of any refusal reason in this regard.

6.28

Nevertheless, the previous scheme had somewhat of a contrived solution to
address its impact on the tree. The curved element with a canopy and lack of
any real articulation or fenestration failed to find a suitable design alternative.
Indeed, the local community and committee referred to the design as appearing
like a 1960s cinema.

6.29

The proposal subject of this application is also supported by an appropriate
Tree Report which follows the previously agreed methodology. Additionally, the
building is now moved even further away from the tree and will not have any
“pressure” from a residential use at first floor level due to the double height
atrium space for the commercial area.

6.30

The lack of any previous refusal reason and the continued (greater) protection
of the tree ensures that the scheme remains compliant with the Development
Plan and Framework in this regard.
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Amenity
6.31

The second reason for refusal on the previous decision notice stated “The
proposed coach house by reason of its mass and position in relation to the
dwellings on Francis Street, would result in an overbearing impact upon the
occupants of these properties, to the detriment of their residential amenity.
Therefore the proposal is contrary to Policies CP4 of the Local Plan, SD14 of
the JCS and advice contained in the NPPF.”

6.32

The perceived overbearing impact lead to an amenity conflict with properties in
Francis Street. However, Officers did not raise any amenity concerns and the
committee did not seek to include any other reasons for refusal that relate to
amenity issues.

6.33

As such, in order to overcome the second refusal reason the coach house
previously included has now been omitted from the scheme. The main building
is of a sufficient distance away not to cause any overbearing impacts.

6.34

The committee report, in Section 6.5, fully considered the impact of the proposal
on the neighbouring properties most affected by the proposal. This is a
comprehensive assessment and the scheme now promoted does not change
any of the outcomes found by the Officer. This, combined with the omission of
the coach house, ensures there are no harmful amenity impacts to neighbouring
dwellings.

6.35

Furthermore, suitable conditions can be imposed to ensure that any ventilation
and extraction equipment, associated with the potential A3 use is controlled
though the need to submit details for approval prior to installation. Hours of
operation can also be controlled by way of planning condition.

6.36

The proposal therefore accords with the relevant Development Plan and
Framework policies in relation to amenity considerations.
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The Objectives of Sustainable Development
6.37

Paragraph 8 of the Framework sets out the three overarching objectives of
sustainable development. These are independent and need to be pursued in
mutually supportive ways, so that opportunities can be taken to secure new
gains across each of the different objectives. As previously mentioned, these
objectives are economic, social and environmental. However, they are not
criteria against which every decision can or should be judged. In the case of this
application, all of these objectives need to be taken into account.

An Economic Objective
6.38

The redevelopment of the site will provide for clear economic benefits both
temporary and permanent. There are economic benefits during the demolition
and construction phase of the development through potential support to local
trades and professional services. Once completed the commercial element of
the scheme will support local employment and help to maintain the vitality and
viability of the Bath Road District Centre. The provision of housing brings more
residents to the area which will lead to support for local businesses and
services in the area.

6.39

Given the above the proposal provides for significant economic gains and thus
fully contributes to the economic objective of sustainable development.

A Social Objective
6.40

As a mixed use development the proposal contributes to the social objective in
a number of ways. Firstly, the commercial element of the scheme will provide
employment opportunities for the local community. It will also help to keep an
active frontage at ground floor level that also leads to continued social
interaction within the District Centre. Should the A3 use commence the site will
provide an opportunity for people to meet and socialise, in addition to those
features already present within the District Centre.
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6.41

Secondly, the residential element provides much needed housing within the
centre of Cheltenham. As flats the proposal will add to the mix of dwelling types
in the are which is primarily terraced or detached houses. This mix of dwelling
types should help to increase diversity in the local community which helps to
benefit social cohesion. The residential element also supports the commercial
activities in the District Centre through additional custom.

6.42

It is therefore clear that the scheme achieves social gains and thus positively
contributes to the social objective of sustainable development.

An Environmental Objective
6.43

The environmental objective of sustainable development, for this application,
relates to the impact on the built environment (including the Conservation Area);
the sites location within the urban area; and the general benefits associated
with a redevelopment.

6.44

Turning first to the impact on the built environment, the proposal fully respects
the character and appearance of the area and the special features that make up
the Conservation Area designation. This is achieved by creating an
enhancement to the site through an appropriately design scheme that replaces
the poor quality buildings currently present.

6.45

In terms of the site’s location, this is highly accessible and thus helps to reduce
the need of potential residents to travel by car. This in turn helps to reduce CO2
emissions that are associated with longer car journeys.

6.46

Further benefits include the re-use of a brownfield site (which attracts
substantial weight) and the provision of a modern building that will comply with
current Building Regulations and thus be more energy efficient and better
insulated than the existing structure, which are likely to be poor in those
respects (particularly the green houses).

6.47

The proposed development therefore provides positive gains towards the
environmental objective of sustainable development.
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7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1

The application seeks planning permission for the redevelopment of 252 Bath
Road, Cheltenham for a mixed use comprising 8 dwellings (Class C3) and a
retail unit for flexible use as shop (Class A1) / restaurant, café (Class A3).

7.2

This is a resubmission following a previous refusal of a similar scheme by
planning committee contrary to Officer’s recommendation. This proposal has
sort to address the refusal reasons given and generally improve the design
approach taken to the redevelopment.

7.3

The proposal remains wholly acceptable in principle, a position strengthened by
the policies for the reuse of brownfield land within the Framework. The design
matters have been carefully considered and this scheme receives the support of
the GDP, a matter that should attract positive weight in line with the Framework.
Further alterations have been made to improve the developments relationship
with the important tree adjacent the site, as well as a widening of the vehicular
access to the benefit of highway safety. The previous coach house element
has been removed and thus no harmful or perceived harmful impacts existing to
residential amenity.

7.4

Additionally, the scheme delivers gains when assessed against the three
objectives of sustainable development, namely the economic; social; and
environmental objectives. The proposal therefore represents sustainable
development.

7.5

This Statement has reviewed the relevant Development Plan Policy Framework
as it applies in this case, together with the other material considerations. On the
evidence presented it has been demonstrated that the proposal accords with all
relevant Development Plan policies and national guidance, and there are no
other material considerations present to override them.

7.6

It is therefore urged that the Local Planning Authority grant planning permission
for this sustainable development.
Mark Campbell
Principal Planner
DDI. 01242 531412
E. mark.campbell@evansjones.co.uk
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APPENDIX A Gloucestershire Design Panel Comments
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Gloucestershire Design Panel.
Panel Response.
RESPONSE FOLLOWING PRESENTATION OF PROPOSALS FOR 252 BATH ROAD IN
CHELTENHAM, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
4

TH

OCTOBER 2018

REVIEW PANEL
Joyce Clifford –
Theresa Hazelwood –
Helen McHollan –
Jonathan Nettleton Anthony Lewis -

Architect, Quattro Design Architects (Chair)
Landscape Architect, Pegasus Group
Landscape Architect, Illman Young Landscape Design
Architect, Blake Architects
Yiangou Architects

PRESENTERS
David Jones –
Toby Coombes -

Town Planner, Evans Jones Limited
Architect, Coombes Everitt

PRESENT
Jonny Carter Mark Caudle Paul Artus Simon Potifiex -

Coombes Everitt
Evans Jones Limited
Land agent/client
Ash & Co

The Presentation
The Planning Consultant ran through the planning history of the site including a brief summary of the
previous scheme that was refused at planning committee.
The Architect presented the redesigned scheme. The design team had taken a fresh look at the site with
the background of the comments from the refused scheme.
The planning officer from Cheltenham BC was not in attendance but had advised that a formal preapplication was recommended
The feasibility drawings and draft design and access statement had been issued to the panel in advance
of the meeting. The panel had visited the site and had local knowledge of the area.
Design Panel Comments
The comments below should be read in the context of the information that was available to the panel on
the date of the presentation.
The panel was commenting on the information in terms of design rather than on any planning policy or
strategy.
Presentation:
The proposal was clearly presented with photos, plans, elevations and 3D images that explained the
scheme in detail – with the exception of the rear elevations that were missing and materials of external
works.
The internal floor plans were not discussed in great detail.
Context & Concept:
The site is currently mixed use retail and residential in a conservation area on the corner of Bath Road
and Langdon Road. The design panel supported concept of redevelopment of the site for retail and
residential purposes.

There is a large established Lime Tree on the corner of the site that is a significant site constraint. This
has formed the focus for attention at early concept stages to ensure this became a positive contribution
to the overall development.
The previous application had a mix of retail/flats, mews and coach houses. The design panel agreed
with the decision to simplify the scheme with just one block for shops and flats addressing the two
primary roads, diminishing gradually from the corner towards the residential street.
The panel agreed with the contemporary design approach across the whole development.
Response to the site:
1. The footprint of the proposal was considered acceptable, following the street line of the buildings
along Bath Road to maximize street frontage for retail, and the site boundary along Langdon Road.
However the position of the building still seemed close to 2 Langdon Road and there were suggestions
as to how to reduce this impact, see below.
2. Massing and scale: There is a mixture of two and three storey houses in the vicinity of the site and so
the general approach of a 3 storey block was supported by the panel.
Traditionally there is prominence on a corner but this is in conflict with Lime Tree and the root protection
area on this site.
The panel thought that the treatment of the recessed corner, use of two storey glazing and an atrium
worked well. The impact of the corner at ground level, the connection between the two spaces was
discussed. Reducing the mass at the corner could give a better connection.
The Crown of the tree is high and the potential to utilse the corner for al fresco dining etc. was
considered to be good use of the space subject to details of paving.
The panel agreed that none of the residential units should address the tree.
3. The setting back of the upper floor to create balconies and break up the façade and reduce the
apparent massing was considered to be the right approach by the panel but it was felt that this could
have been carried on to the treatment of the gable adjacent to no.2 Langdon Road.
4. There is a right of way to serve no. 250 Bath Road which cuts into the site. The panel agreed that the
scheme would have more street present if this was not necessary. However the suggestion of using this
passage to access the flats was debated.
5. Parking was known to be an issue. Eight spaces were proposed inline with all relevant standards –
one space per unit. Omitting the mews and coach house from the previous scheme gave more space to
the design of the rear parking area and reduces the impact on the neighbors. This was thought by the
panel to be beneficial, but there was the potential to improve the quality of the externals in the detailed
design including a SUDs system.
6. Materials: The surrounding area is predominantly red brick housing or coloured render to the shops
along Bath Road with grey slate pitched roofs.
The choice of brick and metal cladding for the upper floor was supported but the panel thought that red
brick and a grey/darker paneling would make the design more contextual and the upper floor more
subservient.
The choice and colour of roofing material should also be a consideration as it will be visible from the
surrounding hills.
The gable facing onto Langford Road lacked the detail of the set back and any change in material did
not appear to have the same language as elsewhere on the scheme.
The Balconies bring animation but the panel questioned whether they were really necessary on the Bath
Road frontage? Would a set back alone be sufficient to give the articulation.
The choice of railings for the balconies was also questioned. There was concern that unless there were
management procedures in place these could look cluttered. The panel thought that the railings diluted
the elevations. Sticking to a more solid material could improve the strength of this line.

7. Other elements that were not explored but will need to be visually illustrated in the detailed design to
the planners include the treatment of the hard landscape features, access road, retaining walls/fences,
boundary treatments etc., which will have a significant impact on the overall scheme

Overview
The panel supports the design:
1.
2.
3.

Animation works well – shadow and depth with plenty of glazing to break up the massing
Composition good – treated the corner well and the overall massing was well received
To increase the connectivity at ground floor level and reduce impact of the tree, the panel
suggest increasing the extent of glazing and reducing the visible structural elements.
4. Gable ends are blank. Is there the potential to add any pattern/ different brick coursing?
5. Proportions and fenestration work well in the overall elevations, with the exception of the door
to the flats.
6. Access to the parking area is considered to be too wide and could possibly invite unauthorized
parking. It is understood that this is going to be reduced.
7. Sustainable Urban Drainage principles to be encouraged through the use of a permeable
paving or brown roof.
8. Appropriate choice of materials but the panel suggest a more contextual choice of colour.
The final choice of brick and mortar would be very important to the overall quality of the
scheme.
9. Choice of external paving materials is also important to link with the internal retail spaces and
connect with the public pavement along Bath Road.
10. Rear elevations had not been reviewed
11. Location and strength of entrance to flats does not seem entirely resolved.
12. Development of details will also really make a difference to the quality of the overall scheme –
e.g. Brick columns, roof edge, briseil soleil, framing of shop front.
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